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ANS 1: Solved by hand, pictures attached below: 

 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 

ANS 2: 

(a) Bond Stress: 

                      The shear stress that is developed along the contact surface of reinforcement bars 

and concrete and it helps in preventing of slippage of bars so that stress is called bond stress 

When the bar is tried to pull out of a concrete it creates stress called bond stress and this is due 

to adhesive contact force between concrete and curved surface of bar 

 

Development length: 

                     the amount of length of reinforcement bar to be inserted in the column so that a 

strong bond creates between steel and concrete is called development length  

 they provide safe bond so that no failure occurs when load is applied. 

This length is responsible of transfer of stress from one structural element to other. 

 

(b)  Conditions in which double reinforced beam is used: 

                                   The double reinforced beam has compression steel in addition to tension 

steel as compared to single reinforced beam, the double reinforced beam is used due to 

following reasons: 

• When the tension steel is unable to take the total moment applied on beam, so 

compression steel is provided which makes it double reinforced beam 

• When due to architectural reasons we cannot increase depth of beam, but we must 

increase the moment carrying capacity of beam then double reinforced beam is used 



• The compression steel is also provided to hold stirrups in position and it also increase the 

ductility of beam 

• To ensure safety against the reverse stresses of wind forces, seismic forces and 

temperature forces the double reinforced beam is used 

 

(c)  Difference between analysis of rectangular and T beams: 

     First of all there is a difference in geometry, flexural capacity and design procedure of these 

beams so that’s why the analysis of both also contain differences which will be explained below 

• First we discuss analysis of rectangular beam 

• In this beam we check the given steel with min and max steel with the dimensions  

• Next we find the moment bearing capacity of the beam through steel 

• Then we find the applied moment by using the applied dead and live loads on the beam 

• Then we compare the bearing moment and the applied moment, and we analyze if the 

bearing one is greater than the applied then the beam is ok and if vice versa the beam is 

not om and we have design again the beam 

•  Now we discuss the analysis of double reinforced beam 

• First, we find the min and max steel of the beam and compare the installed steel in it 

• Then we must find weather the neutral axis is in flange or not 

• If the neutral axis is in flange, we have a formula for finding moment bearing capacity of 

beam and if the neutral axis is in the web, we have a different formula for the moment 

bearing capacity 

• Similarly, we find the applied moment on the beam 

• Then we compare the moment bearing with the applied moment a check if the beam is 

designed correctly or not. 

 

(d) Effect of strength reduction factor on flexural strength:     

                 Strength reduction factors are used more making more conservative design , strength 

reduction factors and load factors are there to be on the safe sides , what we do is make the 

design safer, we make a design which will give us more strength than the required strength when 

we use factors  

We increase applied moment by some factor and our required strength is increased proportional 

to that. 

(e) Types of design methods and which one to use: 

• Working stress method: 

                          This is based on elastic theory in which materials are assumed to 

be stressed well below their elastic limit under the design loads  

• Limit state design method: 

                                   It considers the ultimate strength of the structure or member. 

This is based on the concept of safety at ultimate loads and serviceability at 

working loads  

                   Comparison:  



                               For most designs limit state method is used because the working stress method is old 

and very conservative and on the other side the limit state method is economical, and thus more and 

more codes use limit state method. 

 

ANS 3: Solved by hand, pictures attached be

low: 



 



                               



                                                       



        

                                         THE END 
 

 

                    


